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SUMMARY
This paper will describe the radiation properties of acoustic monopoles and dipoles. The directivity
of radiation from these sources in a free field and in the presence of an absorptive surface is described.
The kinematic effects on source radiation due to translation and rotation are discussed. Experimental
measurements of sound from an acoustic monopole in motion and the characteristics of helicopter rotor and
propeller noise are reviewed. The paper provides an introduction to several essential concepts required
by noise control engineers making measurements of noise from moving sources in the proximity of the ground.
INTRODUCTION
Whena noise source is brought near a surface or put into motion, a complex radiation pattern results
which may be wholly unlike that of the source at rest in a free field. Acoustic measurements made of
moving sources near surfaces for the purpose of characterizing the source behavior or understanding noise
generating.mechanisms must accordingly be corrected for motion and surface effects. A commonexample of
this situation occurs when making measurements of noise from moving ground vehicles or aircraft during
takeoff and landing. The effects of reflection and absorption of sound by the ground and the kinematic
and dynamic effects of forward motion must be considered in the data analysis and subsequent interpretation.
This paper will survey the effects of the proximity of surfaces and the kinematic effects of motion,
both translatory and rotational, on the directivity of radiation from acoustic monopoles and dipoles. The
interference patterns and attenuation of sound from a source near an absorbing ground surface are explained.
Three kinematic effects associated with uniform rectilinear motion, namely: retarded time, convective
amplification, and Doppler shift, are described. An experimental study of the measurement of sound from
an acoustic monopole in motion is discussed to illustrate the concurrence of surface and motio_ effects
under controlled conditions. The paper surveys rotating blade _oise radiation. The characteristic direc-
tivity patterns produced by blade thickness and aerodynamic forces, statically and in flight, are discussed
to illustrate the features of propeller and rotor noise. General introductions to the kinematics of moving
sources and helicopter noise are contained in references 1 and 2 respectively. The paper concludes with a
brief review of several recent significant contributions to the theory of source radiatiom and its various
applications. This paper provides useful background to the paper in this lecture series by Maestrello and
Norum entitled, "Experimental Measurements of Moving Sources," and provides an introduction to several
essential concepts required by engineers making and interpreting field measurements of noise from moving
sources.
SOURCESOF SOUND
The sources of sound in a fluid can be introduced by considering the field equations of linearized
acoustic theory. These equations, shown in Figure I, are the continuity equation which expresses the
conservation of mass, the momentumequation which describes the balance forces in the fluid, and the
pressure-density relation which expresses the proportionality between the acoustic pressure and density
perturbations. The term Q im the continuity equation accounts for the time rate of production of mass
within the fluid. The vector whose components Fi appear in the momentumequation is any externally applied
body force. These three equations can be combined into a single well known inhomogeneous wave equation.
In addition to the field quantities p, p, and ui several quantities relating to energy and energy flux
i_ the acoustic field need to be mentioned. These quantities are the acoustic intensity and acoustic power
defined in Figure 2. The acoustic intensity is the time rate of sound energy flow across a unit area and
is calculated by taking the time average of the product of the pressure and velocity component normal to
the area. The acoustic power is the time rate of total energy flow through a closed surface completely
surrounding the noise source and is a measure of the overall energy in the propagating sound field.
The nomenclature and definition of symbols given in Figures 1 and 2 will be used throughout the rest
of this paper.
Figure 3 summarizes the principle sources of sound which occur within a completely linearized acoustic
theory and present some practical examples of these sources. The differential operator on the left-hand
side of the inhomogeneous wave equation describes the propagation of sound through a quiescent medium whose
ambient speed of sound is c. The right-hand side of the equation consists of two terms which act as forcing
functions to the wave equation and can be interpreted as producers of sound. These two terms represent the
unsteady injection of mass into the medium and spatially varying applied body forces. Examples of the
former type of sound source are unsteady or transient air jets and vibrating surfaces. Every element of a
vibrating surface can be modelled as a piston which appears to insert and withdraw mass from the surrounding
medium during its vibration. An important general class of examples of the second source is aerodynamic
forces which develop upon bodies moving through a fluid. If nonlinear terms are included in the field
equations, a third type of noise source arising from velocity fluctuations within the fluid itself can be
derived. Examples of this noise source are turbulent fluid motions such as occur in jets, wakes and
boundary layers. Thus, this type of spurce is central to flow noise generation. The production of noise
by shear stresses will not be discussed in any great detail in this paper. The list of sound sources given
here is not exhaustive. Other sources of sound in a fluid such as convecting density homogeneities,
viscous shear stresses and enthalpy fluctuations are known. The reader is referred to the specializedliterature for details.
The radiationfrom an acoustic monopole serves as a convenient reference to use in illustratingthe
effectsof surfaces and motion on source directivity. The monopole represents the acoustic field produced
by periodicallyinjectingand withdrawingmass at a point in space with an angular frequency m. The
strengthof the source,QO, is the time rate of mass injection. The acoustic pressure, radial velocity
component, intensityand power are presented in figure 4 for convenience and will be referred to fre-
quently throughoutthe paper to illustratethe changes surfaces and motion have upon the directivityof
sources. A fact that will be used repeatedlyis that the amplitude of the acoustic pressure for a monopole
is constant on a sphere whose center is at the location of the monopole. Point harmonic generators of
sound such as monopoles and dipoles (to be discussed subsequently)are central to the theory of acoustics
since more complicatedspatialand temporal distributionscan be built up from these idealized sources by
linear superposition. One expects then that the radiation propertiesof these point sourceswill then be
carriedover to more complicateddistributions.
THE EFFECTS OF SURFACES ON SOURCE DIRECTIVITY
Consider first of all the influenceof a nearby surface upon the directivityof sound from a monopole.
A simple representationof this situation is shown in Figure 5 in which the surface is represented by a
very large flat and perfectly reflecting plane. The boundary condition at the plane surface then is that
the normal componentof the acoustic velocity vanish at the surface. This situation in which a sound
source is in the proximityof a large flat surfaceoccurs for example during the landing approach or take-
off operationsof a commercialjet transport.
The mathematicalsolution of this radiation problem contains two terms, as shown in Figure 5. The
first term representsthe radiation field of the given monopole. The second term represents the radiation
field of an image monopole placed directly below the actual source at an equal distance on the opposite
side of the surface. At large distances from the source the equation for the radiation field carlbe con-
siderably simplifiedas shown at the bottom of Figure 5. For the purposes of this discussion it is con-
venient to measure the distance R from the foot of the perpendicularfrom the source to the reflecting
plane. If ohe compares the pressure fields obtained in this case with that of a free field monopole shown
in Figure 4, it is seen that the amplitude of the pressure still falls off inverselywith distance R but
that the two equations differ by the directivityfunction d(O) which is defined at the top of Figure 6.
The pressure is no longer constant over a sphere of constant radius but is also a function of the observer's
angular position 0, the source height h and the source frequency k. This nonuniformdirectivity comes
about as a result of the superpositionof the wave fields from the direct and image sources. The combined
field has localizedreinforcementsand cancellationswhich producea complex sound pattern.
The sketches at the bottom of Figure 6 illustratethe variation of the directivityfunction with
observer angle and source frequency. The sketch on the left is a polar plot of the directivity function
for a fixed source height and frequency. For a free space monopole the "directivityfunction" is a circle
of unit radius. As the sketch shows the radiation field of a monopole near a surface produced by cancel-
lations and reinforcementsexhibits a lobed pattern for which pressure amplitudes can be locally twice as
much as in the absence of the ground; moreover, there are angles at which the pressure amplitude drops
completelyto zero. The sketch at the right shows how the directivityfunction varies for fixed source
and observer position as a function of frequency. It is seen that different frequencies undergo varying
amounts of reinforcementsand cancellation. Some frequenciesexperiencecomplete reinforcementwith
pressure doubling; other frequenciesshow complete cancellation.
Ground surfaces such as grassland,or tilled soil are not perfectly rigid as is the idealized surface
in the preceedingexample. Most ground surfaces exhibit some degree of compliance to an incident acoustic
wave. As suggested in Figure 7, an acoustic wave reflected from such a surface shows a decrease in ampli-
tude due to sound absorptionand a phase change produced by time lags in the sound-surfaceinteraction
process. These two physical phenomena are representedmathematicallyby a quantity known as the specific
acoustic impedancewhich is characteristicof the particular type of surface. The specific acoustic
impedance is a complex number which contains both amplitude and phase information. The real and imaginary
parts of the impedanceare known as the acoustic resistanceand acoustic reactance, respectively. It is
convenientto define a quantity called the specific acoustic admittance as the inverseof the specific
acoustic impedance.
An alternate method of characterizingan acousticallyabsorbing surface is presented by L. Maestrello
in the lecture entitled, "ExperimentalMeasurementsof Moving Sources." This method makes use of the notion
of an acoustic transfer function between incidentand reflectedwaves rather than that of an acoustic
impedance. The two approachesare equivalent but the former techniqueappears to have the advantage in
that the transfer function is more easily evaluated than the impedanceover a broad frequency range.
Some measurementsof the acoustic impedance of dry sand and grassland, taken from Reference 3, are
shown in Figure 8. For these surfaces the acoustic resistance is nearly independentof frequency. The
reactance on the other hand decreases significantlywith increasingfrequency over the range of measure-
ments. The impedanceof a surfacemay also vary with the angle of incidenceof the sound wave. This
effect is sometimes taken into account by defining an "effective"impedance as the product of the normal
acoustic impedanceand the cosine of the angle of incidence.
The far'field acoustic pressure for a source above an absorbing surface having a specific admittancev
is shown in Figure 9. The directivityfunction becomes considerablymore complicatedthan for the per-
fectly reflectingsurface. Directivitynow dependson the surface propertiesas well as the source height
and frequencyand the observer location.
Some calculationsof the directivityfunction d'(@) for an absorbing surface are shown in Figure lO
and compared with the directivityfor a perfectlyreflecting surface. On the left is a polar plot of the
directivityfunction for a fixed height and frequency and on the right is a plot as a function of frequency.
The specific acoustic impedanceused in the calculations,4 - 4i, is typical of the measurements shown in
Figure8. As can be seen from the two sketches, the effect of an absorbing surface on the directivity is
3to reduce wave reinforcements so that pressure doubling does not occur. The frequencies at which _ressure
maxima and minima occur are increased significantly.
In summary then, there are several observations to be made regarding the effects of a surface upon
the radiation from a source. The surface will produce a nonuniform directivity pattern due to the inter-
ference of sound waves from the source with waves reflected from the surface. These two wave fields
interact with each other producing reinforcements at which the pressure is greater (up to two times) than
the pressure in the free field and cancellations where the pressure can go nearly to zero. Compliant
surfaces such as sand, soil, and grass tend to smooth out these reinforcements and cancellations somewhat
and shift the frequency of their occurrence depending upon the impedance properties characteristic of that
surface.
KINEMATICEFFECTSOF MOTIONONSOURCEDIRECTIVITY
Whena noise source is put into motion its radiation characteristics may be significantly different
from those of the source at rest. There are two reasons for such differences: kinematic effects due
solely to moving the source about in space and dynamic effects which may alter the noise generating
process or radiation efficiency of the source. This section of the paper will consider the kinematic
effect of uniform rectilinear motion on the directivity of source radiation. A second important class of
moving sources, that is sources in rotation, will be considered subsequently in the paper. Moving sources
occur frequently in noise measurement and noise control problems associated with transportation noise
sources such as automobiles and aircraft.
Consider then the situation indicated in Figure II. An aircraft is in constant velocity, constant
altitude flight over an observer on the ground (for simplicity the surface effects discussed in the pre-
vious part of the paper will not be included in the discussion of this section). As theaircraft moves
along the flight path beyond point A, the sound emitted at point A travels along the straight line
joining point A to the observer. The aircraft arrives at point B when the sound emitted at point A
arrives at the observer. That is, the observer simultaneously sees the aircraft at point B and hears the
sound emitted at point A. Thus, for a moving source two source positions must be distinguished: the
position at which the source is observed and the position of the source at which the detected sound was
emitted. Let _ be the distance between the observer and the emission point. The time taken for sound to
travel this distance is _. Consequently the sound heard at time t by the observer was actually emitted
at an earlier time t - _. This quantity t - _ referred to as the retarded source time. The retarded time
is the time at which the observed sound was emitted by the source. In order to deduce information about a
moving noise source from far-field sound measurements one must associate the measured acoustic signatures
at time t with the position and condition of the source at the corresponding retarded time.
Figure 12 gives the mathematical relationships between observation quantities and emission quantities
and presents some sample calculations. The Mach number of the moving source is seen to be a fundamental
parameter in the transformations. The sketch in the lower left shows the difference between the observa-
tion and emission angles as a function of the observation angle. The sketch at the right shows the ratio
of the emission and observation distances. It can be seen that the difference between emission and
observation quantities increases as the source Mach number increases. The difference between the source
and observer angles is the greatest for overhead positions of the source. The ratio _is most sensitive
to positions when the source is aPproaching and less sensitive when the source is departing in the distance.
Figure 13 shows the mathematical expression for the far-field acoustic pressure of a monopole in
motion. This expression should be compared to that shown in Figure 4 for a stationary monopole. It is
convenient in this situation to express the pressure in terms of the emission quantities R and O. The
pressure still falls off inversely with distance from the point of emission. However, the equation contains
an additional directivity factor which is referred to as the "convective amplification factor." This
factor is a function of the source Mach number and the emission angle O. The equation implies that a
monopole of fixed strength Qn will acquire directional radiation according to the convective amplification
factor when it is set into uniform motion.
Figure 14 shows the effect of source Mach number upon the monopole directivity. It is convenient to
consider the difference in sound pressure level between the moving monopole and the stationary monopole.
The sketch gives a polar plot of this sound pressure level difference as a function of the emission angle
for various Mach numbers. It can be seen that the sound pressure level increases significantly with Mach
number in the direction of motion, there is a 16 dB increase for example directly ahead of the source at
a Mach number of .6. There is also a decrease in the sound pressure levels behind the source. Note that
convection effects are absent at 90 ° to the emission point. Far-field noise measurements for moving sources
are frequently made at this 90° position in order to eliminate convection effects from the measured data.
The effects of source motion on the radiated acoustic power are shown in Figure 15. This figure shows
a plot of the ratio of the power radiated at subsonic Mach number M to the value at zero forward speed (a
quantity given in Figure 4) as a function of the source Mach number M. The simple algebraic expression
for this ratio is given in the figure. The acoustic power associated with the moving monopole is calculated
by determining the time average of the energy flux through a cylinder completely enclosing the path of
motion as suggested by the sketch. It is seen from the plot that as the Mach number increases the radiated
acoustic power also rapidly increases becoming infinite at sonic speed.
Another kinematic effect of motion on the radiation from a source is illustrated in Figure 16. This
is the shift in the observed frequency of the radiation. The phase of the far-field acoustic pressure is
determined by the expression kR - mt. Introduce a cylindrical coordinate system (x, r) with the x axis
coinciding with the line of source motion and the origin coinciding with the position of the source at
time zero. In terms of these coordinates and the source velocity U and Mach number M the emission distance
can be written out explicitly as shown. The x, r coordinate system is a fixed set of coordinates in
space which then designate the observer position. In terms of these observer coordinates the phase of the
acoustic pressure along the line of motion simplifies as indicated. Directly ahead of the source an
observer will detect a frequency m/(l - M) where m is the frequency of the moving source. This observed
frequency is larger than the actual source frequency. Behind the source the observed frequency decreases
by a factor of I/(I + M). For a general observation position the observed frequency is the time rate of
change of the phase of the pressure. When the algebra is worked through the general expression for the
observer frequency is that given at the bottom of figure 16. It is seen that in general the frequency is
increased ahead of the emission point and is decreased aft of the emission point. Convective changes in
frequency vanish at the 90° to the emission point.
In summary there are three kinematic effects of motion upon radiation from a source. There is the
notion of retarded time, that is, that the observed sound was emitted at a time before it is measured at a
point which is different from where the source is observed. The directivity of radiation from a source
changes with the sound energy generally beamed in the direction of motion. And finally the observed fre-
quency of a moving sound source may be larger than or less than the true source frequency depending upon
the position of the observer with respect to the source.
It is important to reemphasize that these effects are solely due to the forward motion of the source
and are independent of the nature and strength of the source. These effects must be corrected out of far- _,.
field acoustic data when the latter are used to diagnose the nature and condition of a complex unknown
moving source. In particular convection effects must be distinguished from fundamental changes in the
noise generation process which can come about due to forward motion. Far-field acoustic measurements are
frequently used to diagnose the presence of such changes in the source. As seen from the equations in
Figures 13 and 16, convection effects can be eliminated from the far-field directivity and Doppler shifts
in frequency by making acoustic measurements at 90° to the emission point.
MEASUREMENTSOF SOUNDFROMAN ACOUSTICMONOPOLEIN MOTION
A moving source problem of considerable interest in connection with aircraft noise is the effect of
forward motion upon the generation of jet noise. Changes in jet noise with forward motion occur due to
both kinematic and dynamic effects. In an effort to understand kinematic effects as they occur in actual
practice and to evaluate a theoretical model for predicting these effects an experimental study was carried
out of the effects of forward speed upon radiation from a monopole, Reference 4. Both motion and surface
effects which have been discussed individually in the previous sections of the paper make their appearance
in this experimental study.
The monopole source was mounted on top of an automobile 7.9 meters above the ground atop a mast
supportedwith guy wires as indicated in Figure 17. The source consisted of a 60 watt acoustic driver
necked down through a 1.52 centimeterdiameter tubular opening. The source radiated approximatelyuniformly
in all directionswhen at rest, The output of this source consisted of tones of discrete frequency f. The
automobilewas driven at Constant speeds U ranging from 13.4 to 44.4 meters per second.
Figure 18 shows a schematic of the experimental test setup. The automobile was driven along a
straight track at constant velocity. The experiment was performed over an aircraft runway consisting of
an asphalt surface. Sideline microphones were positioned at heights, ho, of 3.05 meters and 6.10 meters
above the ground surface. Pressure signals were measured with 1.3 centimeter diameter condenser micro-
phones and recorded on magnetic tape.
mathematical analysis of this problem was carried out for comparison with the experiment. The
solution was obtained by the use of Fourier integral techniques and an application of the Lorentz trans-
formation. The solution contains both surface reflection effects and convection effects. The next three
figures show some results of the measurements and analysis made in this investigation.
Figure 19 shows a comparison between the calculated and measured noise time histories. The specific
acoustic impedance of the runway surface used in the calculation is taken as 4 - 4i. The sound pressure
level in dB is plotted on the vertical scale. The horizontal scale is time normalized by means of the
source velocity U and the source to observer distance at closest approach o. The measured and computed
curves are net superimposed here because of the many oscillations in the SPL's which are due to reinforce-
ments and cancellations which come about due to ground reflection.
The smooth computed curve at the top of the figure is the predicted variation in the sound pressure
level in the absence of a surface. As the source approaches the microphone the sound pressure level
increases smoothly, reachesa maximum level at the point of closest approach, and then decreases gradually
as the source moves away. In the presence of the ground surface both the computed and measured sound
pressure levels show this general trend. However, superimposed upon this mean trend is a strong modula-
tion due to the motion past the microphone of the complicated pattern of reinforcements and cancellations
produced by ground reflection.
Figures 20 and 21 show the variation of the computed and measured noise time histories with observer
height _o and source frequency. It can be seen that as either the observer height or the frequency of the
source is increased the measured and computed SPL's become more and more oscillatory as the distance
between successive reinforcements and cancellations grows smaller.
ROTATINGBLADENOISE
Noise from rotating blades is a pervasive problem associated with ground transportation. Blade induced
noise may cause vibration to vehicle structures, malfunction of onboard instrumentation and equipment,
annoyance in passengers, vibration in nearby ground structures, and interference with crew performance.
Aircraft having rotating blade components include CTOL, VTOL, general aviation, and supersonic transport
vehicles. Examples of rotating blade components which produce noise are shown in Figure 22. These com-
ponents include ducted fans and compressors as well as free rotors such as helicopter rotors and general
aviation propellers. This section of the paper will(survey the fundamentals of noise production and
radiation from rotating sources.
5The noise sources for rotating blades are shown in Figure 23. These sources are the aeroaynamic
forces such as torGue, thrust, and coning which develop on the rotating blades and the thickness distri-
bution of the blades. Thus, in general, rotating blades produce both monopole and dipole type noise. Both
steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces may be generated on the blades. The former may occur for example on
a rotor in hover having a very smooth and uniform inflow. The latter are produced for example by skewed
inflow, or blade-vortex interaction. The sound field from a system of rotating blades is periodic in time
with a period B_and periodic around the axis of rotation with period _where B is the number of blades and
is the shaft speed. Therefore, the far-field acoustic pressure can be reoresented as a Fourier series as
indicated at the bottom of Figure 23 in which Pn are the Fourier harmonics. The remainder of the paper will
discuss the effects of blade operating conditions o_ the radiation shapes associated with these individual
sound harmonics.
Since someof the noise radiated from rotating blades is generated by blade aerodynamic loads, Figure 24
which summarizes the properties of radiation from a stationary dipole is included for reference. An
acoustic dipole represents the acoustic effect due to the application at a point of a concentrated applied
force which varies harmonically with time at angular frequency m. In this figure the force is applied at
the origin in the direction of the z axis. The resulting acoustic pressure is given by the z derivative
of the pressure for a monopole. The directivity function in the far field is given by the cosine of the
angle _ between the axis of the force and the position vector to the observer. As indicated by the sketch
at the bottom of Figure 24, the radiated noise is a maximumalong the line of action of the force. The
pressure vanishes everywhere in a plane normal to the force axis and passing through the point of appli-
cation of the force.
The basic equation for the classical theory of propeller and rotor noise is shown in Figure 25. In
this theory it is assumed that the inflow to the rotor is extremely clean and smooth so that the blade
load distribution does not vary with time and that the rotor is stationary with respect to the surrounding
air, An element of area of the rotor disc receives an impulse each time a blade passes. These impulses
are represented by a distribution of monopoles and dipoles over the disc properly phased to take into
account the time interval between successive blade passages. The amplitudes of the monopoles are determined
by the blade thickness distribution whereas the amplitudes of the dipoles are obtained from the rotor
thrust and torque distributions. The amplitude of the nth sound harmonic, Pn(R, _) depends upon the rotor
operating conditions and the observer position as shown in the equation.
The characteristic directivity patterns for these harmonics are shown in Figure 26. This figure con-
tains schematic diagrams of the rotational noise radiation patterns for the thickness, thrust, and torque
terms contained in the equation. These radiation patterns should be compared with those for a stationary
monopole and dipole shown in Figures 4 and 24 respectively. For these sketches the rotor orientation
illustrated at the top of the figure applies, that is, the axis of rotation is vertical and the plane of
rotation is horizontal. The noise due to torque and thickness is a maximumin the plane of rotation and
a minimumon the axis. The noise due to thrust has a four leaf clover pattern with pressure minima in
the plane of rotation and on the axis.
The theory of propeller androtor noise was modified by Garrick and Watkins to include the effects of
propeller forward speed, Reference 5. The expression for the nth sound harmonic is given in Figure 27.
The equation again assumesa clean inflow to the rotor which is in uniform forward motion at a Mach
number M. The equation is expressed in terms of the emission distance Rand angle _of the observer. A
convective amplification factor is evident for each harmonic for thickness, thrust, and torque noise.
Additional changes in the far-field d!rectivity result from the presence of the forward Mach number in the
argument of the Bessel function.
Figure 28 shows the changes which result in rotor noise radiation patterns due to forward motion.
Sketches are given of the torque and thickness component and the thrust component of noise for three
different low subsonic Mach numbers. The rotor orientation is as indicated at the top of the figure. The
rotor is moving from left to right. The plane of rotation is vertical. For simplicity only half of the
radiation pattern is shown. The complete pattern is of cource symmetric about the axis of rotation. Even
at relatively modest forward speeds very significant beaming of the sound in the direction of motion
occurs. Noise produced by torque and thickness is also increased in and behind the plane of rotation.
There is little change in noise produced by thrust in the aft quadrant.
RECENTDEVELOPMENTSIN SOURCERADIATIONTHEORY
The ideas described in the previous part of this paper have been well knownand accepted for many
years. Several more recent developments in the fundamental theory and application of source radiation
deserve mention. The work of References 6 through 12 is recommendedto the reader who wishes to familiarize
himself with someof the current directions, controversies, and problems relating to source radiation.
Lowson, Reference 6, has developed an analysis for the radiation from monopoles, dipoles, and quad-
rupoles in arbitrary motion. His theory has been applied to explaining noise radiation from rotors due to
unsteady blade loads, Reference 7. Unsteady blade loads result from rotor-stator interaction in turbofan
aircraft engines or from blade-vortex interaction in free rotors. Unsteady blade _loads have been found to
be a very significant source of noise whenever they occur.
F. Farassat has derived expressions for the acoustic field of bodies of arbitrary shape and motion,
Reference 8. Required parameters for noise prediction are the body geometry, time history of the motion,
and surface pressure distribution. The compactness of the sources is not assumed. The analysis is carried
out in the time domain and does not require decomposing the noise field into harmonics, The theory is
particularly suitable for the prediction of impulsive noise from bodies such as high speed blade slap
from helicopter rotors, Reference 9. Such noise is particularly difficult to handle and understand using
Fourier analysis because of the presence of many high harmonics.
Lansing and Drishler, References I0 and II, have obtained expressions for the sound field of a ducted
propeller or rotor. The acoustic field within the duct due to rotating blades is expressed as a super-
position of modes appropriate to the duct geometry. Corrections to account for the radiation into the
free field are derived. This work is useful in analyzing the problem of aircraft engine noise propagation
and radiation from internal rotating machinery.
A. Dowling, Reference 12, has recently published a new analysis of the radiation from a convecting
monopole. The monopole is represented as a pulsating compact body which interacts with the surrounding
fluid to produce both a mass and a momentumflux. The sound field from such a body has both a monopole
and dipole component. Stronger convective amplificatio_ effects are obtained than for the simple monopole.
It is also found that amplification in the direction perpendicular to the emission point may occur. The
results raise some perplexing questions regarding the proper modeling of noise sources of practical
importance.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
This paper has discussed the influence of the ground surface and motion - both rectilinear and
rotational - on the directivity of radiation from acoustic sources. It was shown that interference
patterns are produced by reflection and absorption at a surface and that consequently the far-field direc-
tivity of an acoustic source near the ground can be substantially altered from its free field value. The
kinematic effects of motion which have been described are the beaming of sound i_ the direction of source
motion and the shifting of the observer source frequency in a manner which is directionally dependent.
Experimental data were shown to illustrate these effects. These phenomena explain some of the problems
encountered in measuring noise from moving sources and the characteristics of noise from rotating blades.
Reflection phenomena and kinematic effects of motion must be removed from noise data for moving sources
near the ground in order to determine the characteristics of an unknown noise source and to investigate
_he dynamic effects of motion upon noise generation.
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Figure 6.- The Directivity Function for a Monopole Near a Reflecting Surface.
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Figure 8.- Measured Acoustic Impedance of Ground Surfaces.
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Figure 10.- The Directivity Function for a Monopole Near an Absorbing Surface.
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Figure ii.- The Effects of Motion on Source Radiation for Constant Altitude and Ve!ocity Flight.
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Figure 12.- Observer and Emission Quantities for Various Flight Mach Numbers.
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Figure 13.- Directivity of Radiation for a Monopole in Motion.
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Figure 15.- Convective Amplification of Monopole Power
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Figure 19.- Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Noise Time Histories.
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Figure 20.- Variation of Computed and Measured Noise Time Histories with Observer Height.
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Figure 21.- Variation of Computed and Measured Noise Time Histories with Frequency.
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Figure 22.- Rotating Blade Components.
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Figure 23°- Noise Sources for Rotating Blades.
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Figure 24.- Radiation from a Dipole.
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Figure 28.- Rotor Noise Radiation Patterns for Clean Inflow to a Rotor in Forward Motion
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